INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
Installation
When positioning the bevel gearboxes and connecting them to the machines, the greatest of care is necessary
in the alignment of the axes. In case of an imprecise alignment, the bearing would be overloaded, anomalous
overheated, and it would be subjected to a greater wear with a consequent lifetime reduction and a noise
increase.The transmission should be mounted so that movements and vibrations are avoided, and they should
be properly ﬁxed by means of bolts. We suggest effecting a proper cleaning and lubrication of the contact
surfaces before assembling the connecting members, in order that any seizure or oxidizing problems be
avoided.The assembly or disassembly must be carried out using tie rods and extractors through the threaded
bore at the end of the shaft. For tight ﬁttings, a shrink assembly is recommended, heating the members to be
shrunk on to 80-100°C. Thanks to their particular cubic box form, bevel gearboxes can be mounted in any
position. It should be given previous notice in case of a vertical mounting in order that a proper lubrication
be foreseen.

Preparing for service
All speed modulation gears are supplied ﬁlled with long lasting lubricant which ensures a perfect operation
of the unit according to the power values indicated in the catalogue. The only exception is represented by the
ones having an "add oil" label. The lubricant ﬁlling up to the right level is an installer’s responsibility and it
must be carried out when the gears are not in motion. An excessive ﬁlling should be avoided in order that any
overheating, noise, inner pressure loss and power loss occur.

Start-up
All the units undergo a brief testing before being delivered to the client. However, several hours of running at
full load are necessary before the bevel gearbox reaches its full running efﬁciency. In case of need, the bevel
gearbox can be immediately set to work at full load; but, circumstances permitting, it is nonetheless advisable
to subject it to a gradually increasing load to reach maximum load after 20 - 30 hours of running. It is also
vital to take the precautions necessary to avoid overloading in the ﬁrst stages of running. The temperatures
reached by the bevel gearbox in these initial phases will be higher than the ones produced after the complete
running-in of the same.

Routine maintenance
Bevel gearboxes must be inspected once a month. Lubricant leakage should be checked for, and in case the
oil level should be restored and the seals replaced. The lubricant control must be effected when the speed
modulation gear is not working. The oil should be changed at intervals which will vary according to the
working conditions; generally, in normal conditions and at the normal operation temperatures, it should be
possible to obtain a minimum lubricant lifetime of 10.000 hours.

Storage
The bevel gearboxes must be protected from deposits of dust and foreign matter during storage. Particular
attention must be paid to saline or corrosive atmospheres.
We also recommend to:
- Periodically rotate the shafts to ensure proper lubrication of inner parts and avoid that the seals dry up,
therefore causing lubricant leakage.
- For bevel gearboxes without lubricant completely ﬁll-in the unit with rustproof oil. When servicing for use,
completely empty the oil and reﬁll with the recommended oil to the correct level.
- Protect the shafts with suitable products.

Warranty
The warranty is valid only when the instructions contained in our manual are carefully followed.
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